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borders until less than a decade ago. The late Dr. Hogarth,
one of the greatest European authorities on the exploration
and geography of Arabia, would probably have been sur-
prised at the suggestion of any other interpretation. And
Sir Percy Cox, who spent more than a generation of dis-
tinguished service at Masqat and other places in the Persian
Gulf and studied the project of penetrating into the Great
Desert himself, has informed me that in his opinion the term
was well understood by the Arabs of his experience as apply-
ing to the whole of the Great South Desert.
With such support behind a long tradition, sanctified by
literary and classical usage through many centuries, it would
perhaps be unnecessary to labour the matter further. But
both Major Cheesman and Mr. Bertram Thomas have suc-
cessively within the past few years suggested that the
honourable term ' Rub' al Khali ', whose traditional English
translation of * the Empty Quarter ' I have taken as the title
of my work, is no more than a chimaera of * ancient writers '
and geographical' text-books '. Their views are entitled to
consideration, and I made it my business during these months
of wandering to ascertain the practice of the desert by study-
ing and collating the conversational references of my com-
panions and others to the scene of our activities.
Major Cheesman1 deals with the matter somewhat briefly
and dogmatically. In one passage he refers to ' the Great
South Desert of Arabia, often marked on maps as Ruba al
Khali, or more correctly the southern half as " Ahqaf " and
the northern as " Al Rimal ".' Elsewhere he mentions ' the
Great South Desert, the Al Rimal (or Ruba al Khali of
ancient writers) ' and, in a footnote, says : ' In the Hasa the
northern part of the Great South Desert is spoken of as Al
Rimal, and the southern as Ahqaf, and Ruba al Khali is not
even understood.'
Mr. Thomas2 in a chapter devoted to ' A Geographical
Note on the Rub* al Khali', says : c The entire area of South-
east Arabia ... is ... marked on our maps as Rub' al Khali.
. . . The meaning is sufficiently literal to have an application,
1	In Unknown Arabia, pp. 228 and 310.
2	Arabia Felix, pp. ISO et seg ; also pp. 262 et seq.

